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ADDENDUM #1 
 

CERTAIN BUS ACCESS PLATFORM SYSTEM 
RFB #094-20-11-20 

 
November 14, 2019 

 
It is the prospective Bidder’s responsibility to read the entire bid and all appendices and to respond to all 
requirements completely. All other terms and conditions shall remain the same.  
 
All prospective Bidders should acknowledge receipt of this Addendum by signing this document where noted and 
return it with the bid submission. Failure to acknowledge receipt of this Addendum may result in a rejection of 
bid.  
 
NOTE: The email sent to vendors with the new RFB posting referred to bid number 054-20-11-20; this is 
incorrect. The correct bid number is 094-20-11-20.  
 

 
1. Question:  Do the guardrails have to split in the middle or can we do complete spans like we have done 

before? Structurally our way is better, and also avoids putting a user out to the middle of the guardrail 
before it is secured. 
 
Answer:  Guardrails can be single span; however, they must be able to swing over the roof mounted 
air conditioning units.  

 
2. Question:  When you talk about the railings being pinned, do you mean the railings over the bus? Can 

the platform guardrails be welded or are they removable also? 
 

Answer:   Only the rails over the bus have removable pins, all other rails must be fixed/welded.  
 
3. Question:  Is there a requested delivery for product? 
 

Answer:   Please refer to Section 32.0 Price Schedule/Specification Form for the shipping locations.  
 
4.  Question:  You cannot use spring-loaded casters on a unit this large as they rely on uniformly distributed 

weight to depress them and a platform this large/heavy makes that impossible. 
 
 Answer:   Delete the requirement for spring-loaded casters and utilize 8” locking casters. 
 
5. Question:  The grip strut material arrives galvanized to our shop, but the rest of the material is not 

galvanized, as you requested a yellow coating. I did not think you would want to pay for both galvanizing 
the whole unit AND then painting yellow. Please advise so your project can be quoted properly.  
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 Answer:  Galvanized grating is not required to be painted. 
 
6. Question:  Can I submit a bid using aluminum? We will also supply a CAD drawing. 
 
 Answer:  Aluminum can be submitted, along with engineered drawings at time of submittal. 
 
7. Question:  On the drawing the overlapping bar and pin can be a railing/guardrail and are you walking 

on top of the bus? 
 
 Answer:   Yes, WCSD personnel will be walking on the bus for servicing. 
 
8. Question:  Both sides have a swing gate but only one stair is the side with no stair shown also for 

access? Our aluminum frames are OSHA compliant to be used as a ladder.   
 
 Answer:   The two rolling platforms are to be designed so that the single rolling stairs can be detached 

and attached to either platform.   
 
9.  Question: We recommend 8” locking casters on unit. It is easier to maneuver the unit and lock when 

in position. OSHA requires casters to be locked when scaffold is in use. 
 

Answer:  See response to Question 4 above. 
  

10. Question: Unit is not shippable assembled. It is shipped knocked down to be assembled at sight. 
 

Answer:  Platforms can be shipped unassembled providing no drilling, cutting, welding, or applying 
finishes is required. The steps and stringers of the stairs must be welded. 

 
11.  Question: Our unit uses a steel grate platform. Will be acceptable for the bid? 
 
 Answer:  Galvanized steel grating is acceptable. 
 
 
 
 
 
***************************************************************************************** 
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT – Please return signed copy of Addendum #1 with RFB submission 
packet. 

 
________________________________________________          _________________________ 
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE       DATE 

 
________________________________________________ 
PRINT NAME 
 
________________________________________________ 
TITLE 
 
________________________________________________ 
PROPOSING FIRM NAME  


